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‘UNITED sTArEs PATENT 

This invention relates to disappearing stair 
ways. I . 

An object of the invention is the provision of 
adisappearing stairway which is employed as a 
means of access_to an attic, said stairway being 
formed of a main section carrying a panel for 
closing an opening in the ceiling and one or more 
auxiliary sections slidable in snug relation on 
top of the main section when the stairway is 
stored in the atticabove the opening in the ceil 
ing, counter-balances or springs being employed 
for aiding in raising or lowering the stairway or 
for aiding in retaining the stairway stored over 
the ceiling opening. ‘ 
A further object of the invention is the provi 

sion of a disappearing stairway in which a main 
section has one end hinged to a casing embrac 
ing. an opening in a ceiling, the other end of said 
main section and an auxiliary section slidable on 
the main section being supported and controlled 
during raising and lowering of the main section 
by springs and arms with the arms rocking on 
fulcrums carried by the casing and with the 
springs pulling on the upper ends of the arms for 
counter-balancing the Weight of the stairway. 
The invention consists in the novel construc 

tion, arrangement and combinations of parts 
hereinafter more particularly described and 
claimed. 
In the drawings: 
Figure 1 is a view in perspective of a disappear 

ing stairway. shown in an operative position, 
Figure 2 is an enlarged transverse vertical sec 

tion through a side of the casing which em 
braces the opening in a ceiling disclosing the‘ 
means for controlling the positions of support 
ing arms for the stairway, 
Figure 3 is a fragmentary enlarged side view of 

the coordinated elements shown in Figure 2, 
Figure 4 is a longitudinal vertical section 

through the casing applied to the ceiling open 
ing showing the sections of the stairway folded 
upon each other and stored in an attic space, 
Figure 5 is a fragmentary side view of the piv 

otal connections between a supporting arm and 
the main section of the stairway, 
Figure 6 is a fragmentary end view of the con 

struction illustrated in Figure 5, 
Figure 7 shows more or less diagrammatically 

the movements of a supporting arm and control 
ling spring for the stairway, , 
Figure 8 is an enlarged fragmentary side view 

of the stairway showing a catch for holding a 
sliding section of the stairway in an operative 
position on the main section, and 
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Figure 9 is an enlarged fragmentary side view 

of the stairway showing a hook for retaining a 
sliding section in an‘ inoperative position on a 
main section. . I ; s . 

Referring more particularly to the drawings, 
l0 designates a frame or casing which is em 
ployed generally in connection with openings 
formed in the ceiling of a building to provide an 
entrance to an attic space. The opening is rec 
tangular so that the frame Will have parallel side 
walls II and I2 and parallel end walls I 3’and M. 
A panel l5 for closing the elongated opening 

in the frame it) has one end hinged to the lower 
edge- of the end wall l3. A main section l6 of 
the stairway is secured to the upper face of the 
panel and swings with said panel. The main 
section includes steps I‘! and parallel supporting 
rails I 8. , _. , 

An auxiliary section 20 has spaced treads 2| 
connected together by spaced parallel supporting 
rails‘22. ~Hooks 23 pivotally mounted on pins 24 
carried by the inner races of the rails 22 are 
adapted to connect with pins 25 projecting from 
the inner faces of the. rails [8 of the section I6 
adjacent the lower end thereof when the section 
20 has been extended from the main section I6 
(Figs. 1 and 8). The lower ends of the rails 22 
are sheared off at an angle for neat engagement 
with the ?oor of a building. A hook 26 pivoted 
on the outer face of one of the rails- 22 of the 
section20 is adapted to receive an adjacently'dis 
posed pin 25 for retaining the section 20 on the 
section 16 when the stairway is moved into stor 
age (Fig. 9). If .desired, two hooks 26 may be 
employed. 
Two supporting arms 30 have the lower ends 

pivoted on bolts 3| secured to the rails I 8 of the 
main section of the stairway and adjacent the 
lower or free ends Of said rails (Fig. 6). A sleeve 
32 is mounted in each bolt for spacing the lower 
ends of the arms from the outer faces of the rails 
l8. Inner edges 30a of the arms 30 are main 
tained in engagement with rollers 33 mounted 
on bolts 34 carried by the side walls II and I2 of 
the frame or casing I!) (Fig. 2). A washer 35 on 
the inner end of each bolt 34 aids in retaining 
the arms on the rollers. 

Coil springs 40 have one end attached in any 
approved manner to the upper edge of the rear 
wall l3 of the frame l0. These springs extend 
forwardly and each has the other end'secured to 
an adjacently disposed upper end of an arm 30. 
The springs tend at all times to pull on the upper 
ends of the arms and maintain said arms against 
the rollers 33 which act as fulcrums for the arms 



' during ‘the'raising or lowering of the stairway. 
Stops 4| (Figs. 1 and 2) on the arms are adapted 
to contact the upper edges of the side walls I I and 
I2 for limiting downward movement of said arms 
and likewise the-main section l6 of the stairway. 
A rope or chain 42 has one end secured to the 
free end of the panel while the free end of said 
rope is adapted to be grasped by the operator for 
lowering thestairway. V _ Y I _ I , 

The operation'ofmy device is as;fol>lows:.,j‘€1‘he 
springs “?ll ‘ar'e shi?ciehtly strong to counter 
balance approximately the weight'W (Fig. '7) of V 
the stairway so that it will not require any great 
amount of force to raise or lower the ‘stairway. 
Furthermore the arms 30 acting as levers engage 
the rollers 33 which act as fulcrums. It is 'to ‘be 
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?xedly secured thereto, means carried by said 
frame and operatively connected to said closure 
for normally positioning the latter in closing re 
lation with respect to said frame, said means 
‘comprising a pair of supporting bars extending 
through said frame and swingingly supported in 
termediate their ends on the sides of said frame, 
one end of each of said bars being pivotally con 
nected to said ladder adjacent to and spaced from 
‘the otherendmfsaid closure, andfresilient means 
operatively‘connected tdth'e other end of each of 

,said bars and said one end of said frame. 
' ' -2. A disappearing ladder for buildings com 

' prisinganlnpen frame, a closure positioned with 

1:5 
borne in mind that the points on~:-the jlever-armsf; 
30 where engaged by the fulcrums 33 vary asthe, a 

between the long and short portions of the lever 
‘armsuat "opposite sides of iithefulcrums-wiil wary. 
These ‘changing ratios will :aid materially in 
raising‘ or lilowering » the stairway and for retain 
ing the stairway in an inoperative position. lIn 
other words (Figures 4 and 17.‘) ,'the force applied 
to :the shorter portions ofrthe lever-arms 30 by ‘ 
hhepul-l on the rope £2 ‘and the weight of the 
stairway multiplied many times by the‘ longer 
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in said open frame and having one end mounted 
' ion‘oneen‘diof said frame for swinging movement 
einto .and out ofolosing relation therewith, an ex 

‘ tension ladder positioned on the inner face of said 
stairway‘ is raised or lowered so that the'iatio‘ *1" o'losu-reand ?xedly secured to the latter, means 

carried by said frame and operatively connected 
to‘ saidxclosure. for normally. positioning theilatter 
in closing relation with respect to said framasaid 
‘means-comprising agpair of. opposed rollers posi 
tioned-within said frame adjacent the sides there~ 

, 'of'emdxmounted thereon for ‘rotation vabouta 
' transverse ‘axis, apair of supporting bars extend? 

portion 2140f the lever arms to overcome ‘the pull . 
of vthe ‘springs A13. 'In‘Figure ‘1 theshor-ter por- = 
tions ‘of the arms 38 .are acted on by the springs 
40~to overcome approximately the weight of fthe 
stairway‘. V " . 

:ApullLon‘therope 42 lowers the stairway in 
folded condition and'the main section fi‘?'i‘hasvits ‘ 
free ‘end supported by _ the stops 4| on the arms 
‘30, The catch or hook I26 is-released-from the 
pin 25 to permit, the auxiliary section to slide 
downwardly‘iuntilithe lower end rests upon the 
?oor. ‘Thehoo'ks 2.31am then engaged Joni-the 
pins '25. l'I'hestairwayiisreadyfor use. JA-iree 
*versalT of the above described operations willzplace 
the: stairway in conditionforreturn‘to the store' 
age space. :The vstops 41" may 'ib‘e adjusted . along 
‘the arms 530 Yfor'properly positioning the free-lend 
of the-main section! a. - - i 

vWhati clad-m: I ~ > a . . . 

"1.. .A'disappearing 5ladder for buildings com 
prising an open frame; alclosure positioned‘wi‘thin 
said lfra‘me-iandihaving-one v?end mounted on one 
end of said ‘frame. for-swinging movementiinto 
‘and-out vTof ‘closing relation -_ therewith, ‘a. ladder 
positioned on-the inner’ face ‘of said (closure and 
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ing through said frame intermediate the other 
end thereof andnaid rollers, means ‘pi-votallycone 
nectingsaid supporting arms to .said ladder ad 
jacent ‘ito :and spaced ‘from the other end of said 
closuraresi-lient means carried-by said frame ad? 
jacent-said one end thereof and operatively :con 
nected :tothe other end of each of said supporting 
bars for urging said arms intoaengagemenltavith 
said rollers, and L‘hand. aotuable-rmeans carrieduby 
said *closure for swinging; the latter into and out 
ofolosing relation -.with-said frame,..said.support 
ing barsswinging about said rollersaacting-asa 
fulcrum. - .. , . I . . _ 
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